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Preface
Beauty hideth cannot be beauty
hid in concealment canot be
where art beauty dwells the gaze
it seeks to be looked upon beauty
be enthralled by itself beauty loves
itself to gaze upon the others gaze
beauty relies upon beauty in its
thirst for the adoration of itself
emerges unfolds itself that its
reflection in the eyes of everyone
it can gaze upon to shine to bathe
in the self absorbed rapture of
itself doth beauty long
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one month it be after
Nawruz with the cry of
the mu’ezzin floating as
bubbles from minarets o’er
the ruins of temples and
fire alters of Ahura
Mazda aside placing I
kohl’in al-deen the vafur
did I sigh sikh and anbur
beside I dreaming
dreams weaving
metaphysics with the
smoky breath of I upon
the fumes of the antidote
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of ennui with the green
parrot upon the shoulder
of I discoursing of
mysteries weaving Sufi
philosophies sweet as
sugar ah parrot as sayeth
the poet “may thy beak
never want of sugar” into
chaos merging space and
time the self of I
dissolving form
disintegrating the I of I
before the eyes of I the
ocean of being into myriad
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bubbles did form to float
like foam upon the face of
non-being the I of I into
air melted fromst the face
of the sun the cloud didst
dissolve the wave upon the
sea didst into the sea
dissolve into the unseen
didst melt I back into the
unrevealed unmanifest
didst merge I into the
mirror looked I I didst
see it together be a mirror
and a face the mirror and
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the face be one together
myself seeing not the
image of I for the mirror
be I in the
incomprehensible
selflessness of I in the
inexhaustible bliss of the
solitude of I I dwelt
unmanifest unrevealed in
concealment dormant in I
in concealment the universe
of non being dwelt in I I
unmanifest to all except to
I self melted into air
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upon the fumes of the
antidote to I
bored by this solitude of
I
the beauty of I I longed
to spy enraptured in the
beauty of I intoxicated
upon the ravishments of
the inexhaustible sublimity
of I burst I fromst the
unseen upon the
nonexistent into being
fromst the non being into
being came I that the
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exquisiteness of the beauty
of I I couldst spy
ruptured I non being
shattering the beauty of I
into myriad uncountable
infinities of shimmering
mirrors of delight that
reflected back the beauty
of I to I burst I
fromst the unmanifest
upon the face of nonbeing
casting the beauty of I
upon existence into the
crystal shell of being
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casting the beauty of I
fromst concealment to
reveal I in the charm of
the world into the
loveliness of the universe
pulled back I the veil
fromst the face of I to
flash o’er the face of being
delightful ravishment that
I couldst see in all of
creation the beauty of I
reflected back to I the
everlasting beauty of I
emerged from nonbeing
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dazzling the world in the
gleam of I pulled back the
veil fromst the face of I
captivating the world in
the beauty of I as Yusuf
beauteousness did
enrapture Zuleykha in
beauties loveliness into
the world of forms poured
I the wine of the
beauteousness of I that
to drink thee fromst
matter cup or flagon or
beaker matter it not be for
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all be filled with me the
matters form the wine be
art me in each I be each
be naught but me the wine
the form in truth be but me
manifest in which is hid
the unmanifest cry I be
and it shall be all things
shall perish save the face
of me
the all is but me hid in
being in essence all
creation be but one be but
me the source the subject
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object be me all be me an
unfolding manifestation of
I an emanation of I that
I can glory in the
beauteousness of I all
creation co-eternal but not
co-equal with I be the
mirror which is I in
which see I in my
sublime luminosity I
dissolved in the rapturous
bliss of the sublime beauty
of I I thru an infinity of
grades of luminosity in the
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manifestation of I did I
descend into
consciousness to the
world of forms the dome
of the world the vault of
heaven receded into
infinities of shades of
azure tints of pink in
mid-view like splashed on
colors upon a silk screen
fromst Chin forms melted
unformed interblending
‘neath the concavity of the
luminous sky colors
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soaring into space
vanishing into the depth of
sky in a phosphorescent
haze as in fore-view
myriad bubbles of being
frothed upon the rippling
face of a sea a beaten
sheet of sapphire to float
and vanish under the
enormity of the dome of
space as thy catch the
golden light that inflames
them into rainbows of
shimmering light dancing
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on the bubbles faces faint
images hang bursting
fromst their contours to
emerge in mid-view glossy
as enamel that swirled
and twirled upon the face
of the luminous sea to
melt and interblend with
the light that bounced off
each contour to soar
skyward vanishing into the
azure depth of the o’er
arching hollowing of the
concavity of an infinity of
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space fromst the light
white as snow burst forth
myriad colors of orange
blue violet and reds of
infinities of hues blotches
of colors reds tinted
orange pinks tinted red the
sky like beaten sheet of
gold blobs of yellow
congealed into a sun like
molten egg yoke colors
coagulated into forms that
flew ‘neath the luminosity
of the arching dome others
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melted into globes of
fluttering froth that
hovered o’er globs of
wavering hues of colorful
light formed into
perfumed fumes that
teased the senses of I
musk fromst Chin and
aromas from Hind colors
precipitated to reveal
themselves as glossy
tulips blood hued roses to
which nightingales sing of
their separation hyacinths
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like tresses curled along
cheeks of virgins fair
the beauteousness of I
did show and burst forth
upon the face of the earth
for each speck of beauty I
was the source and in all
the harmonies and
mellifluous rhythms that
vibrate ‘neath the dome of
the concavity of infinity
all the tunes and melodies
that ring forth fromst the
quivering throats of lovers
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all these tones all these
rhapsodies be naught but
the sighing of I for I
out of the light did form
did to shape take a beauty
didst reveal it self fromst
concealment fromst the
unseen did manifest beauty
incarnate did form into
gleaming light and burst
forth fromst nonbeing
beauty in all its loveliness
a gleam fromst the
universe of the
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manifestation of I did
congeal did coagulate into
beauties ineffable
sublimity out of white
light did form a she a she
in all of its divinity that
I in the rhapsody of I
didst becometh enthralled
didst I becometh
captivated longing took
I in its arms and did
squeeze the beauty of me
revealed it self in she and
I the thrall of love did
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become in love with me
all lovers under this
hollowing arch of infinity
be naught in love but with
me
the nightingales love for
the rose the moths love
for the candle flame
Qays ibn Dharih for his
Lubna or Kuthyyir for
his Azza
Farhad for Shirin
Ramin for Vis
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Urwa ibn Hizam for his
‘Afra Jamil ibn
M’amar for his
Buthayna or Muraqqish
“the Elder” for his Asma
or Majnun for his Layla
All these longing be
naught but the longing for
I be naught but the
longing of I for union
back into the beauteous of
I
all beloveds be me and
their lovers be but me in
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love with yearning aching
for the return back into me
back into me in the
solitude of non duality
that be me
like the moon that glows
o’er milk frosted dunes
whenst pink mist
dissolves and reveals its
face out of the unmanifest
crystallized she she be
both the cure and the
illness the medicine and
the disease for me desires
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fires rippled thru the
pulsing veins of I fires
of desire burst fromst the
veins of I quivered and
pulsated along the
contours of the limbs of I
love burst in the heart of
I like a blooming rose red
with roots in the soul of
I the face of she lit the
sky out shining the egg
yolk sun on high a second
sun that enflamed my flesh
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and burnt I with
scorching desires heat
dressed in light
pink blush on cheeks hue
of rose petals
lips curved red
pomegranate flowers
twin breasts curved petals
of jasmine flowers
cunts mouth curved petals
of rose scented of musk
with dew like saffron
pollen glittering along lips
pink edge
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cunt hair myriad curls of
curved hyacinth petals
oh this beauteous form
press thy self upon the
chest of I that I canst
feel thy heart beat as our
eyes meet oh this
beauteous form this
women that be a garden of
flowers where shines the
rose jasmine where gleams
the pomegranate and
hyacinth the red flowers
of her cunt
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the white flowers of the
breasts of she there be in
those silken petals the
groves of paradise there be
in those silken petals all
the honey of the world all
that manna that intoxicates
all the lovers of all the
worlds that she wouldst
fling the thighs of she
wide that I couldst in
those folds
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kiss with the fires of my
lips
kiss with all the desire of
my soul
kiss with the crimson
curve of the lips of I the
pink curve of the lips of
she
interblended with the
golden light the pink of the
cunts lips of she peeped
thru the purple shadows
lacing along the alabaster
white thighs of she the
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crimson bud of her clit
shone gem-like ‘gainst the
crow black hair of the cunt
of she that wafted musk
suffusing the air with an
ambience of exotic delights
while the light played on
the cunts lips speckling
purple shadows o’er the
pink flesh of the cunts
folds that breathed out
perfumed fragrance on the
air as the delicate lips
flickered like fingers of
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pink flames tongues of fire
that engulfed I in
paroxysms of desire the
lips quivered like leaves in
a breeze fromst the
caresses of the breath of
I they trembled fromst
the perfumed kiss of I
the cunt of she didst open
wide like a pink flower
blooming ‘neath sapphire
waters
the cunt of she didst float
upon the pink mist that
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cloaked the hole of she like
moons bright face upon
the waters of perfumed
lotus ponds
oh that hole of she
delicately scented with
humid airs that dripped
amber love juice upon the
tingling tongues tip of me
that hole delicately scented
rich in odors of the
meadows of scented
flowers
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that narcissus eye
enfolded in lips faintly
blushing rose petals
‘neath clit glossy grapebud
that the tongue of I
couldst dive into those
luminous waters where
phosphorescing bubbles
mingle with golden light
refracting in those scented
depths that congeals into
pink flowers that dance
upon the watery surface
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with sheen like beaten
silver
up rises the turgid staff of
I larger than cypress tree
reaching to the dome of the
amethyst sky rounder
girth than mount Kaf
tumescent pink topped
with purple plum toped
knob a one eyed god
weeping liquified pearl
that glinted in the hot pink
glow of the blooming
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pomegranate flower that
was the cunt of she
the turgid stem of me
throbbing hotter than
burning coals or molten
volcanoes ore turgid stiff
pulsating as fire floweth
thru its veins the pole
the axis of the universe
the pivot round which the
cosmos turns that turgid
upright enormity swells
more bloated with sap
than all the sun soaked
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trees bursting with resin
more swollen than
flooding ocean that bursts
its banks with o’er
flowing fluidities more
full of fecundity than all
the fertilizing bees kissing
the lips of ravenous
flowery blooms this
tumescent mount of flesh
hotter than scorching
desert sun this prodigious
enormity that fertilizes all
of creation round thy girth
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the fingers of I do place
and up and down the stem
do race vigorously pulling
frantically along the
infinity of its gargantuan
length the blood surges
along it the veins throb
and pulsate hot burns the
purple knob up wells the
sap ah in a paroxysm of
delight in a ravishment of
bliss out gush fromst the
dilating eye as fromst
volcanoes fiery cone
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streams hot as magma
stickier than sweet syrupy
honey oh I melt I
dissolve into bliss into
exquisiteness do I
disintegrate into a little
death engulfed in a lurid
luminous incandescence of
shimmering lustrous white
light I along the arc of
ascent ascend I along an
infinity of grades back
into the sublimity of my
self absorbed solitude back
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into the rapture of I for I ah
surrounded art I be by a myriad
beauteous forms back into I back
into the solitary gaze of I upon
I back into paradise back into
the eternal rapture of I back
into the nonmanifest into the
unseen back into the
incomprehensible ineffable
inexhaustible o’er abundant bliss
of the adoration of I for I in the
nonduality of inexhaustible bliss
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